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Allerdale Borough Council
Application for the review of a premises licence or club premises certificate under the
Licensing Act 2003
PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS FIRST
Before completing this form please read the guidance notes at the end of the form.
If you are completing this form by hand please write legibly in block capitals. In all cases ensure
that your answers are inside the boxes and written in black ink. Use additional sheets if necessary.
You may wish to keep a copy of the completed form for your records.
I Sgt Scott Adams on behalf of the Chief Constable of Cumbria Constabulary
(Insert name of applicant)
apply for the review of a premises licence under section 51 / apply for the review of a club
premises certificate under section 87 of the Licensing Act 2003 for the premises described in
Part 1 below (delete as applicable)
Part 1 – Premises or club premises details
Postal address of premises or, if none, ordnance survey map reference or description
Electric Soup
2nd Floor
41-45 Jane Street

Post town Workington

Post code (if known) CA14 3BW

Name of premises licence holder or club holding club premises certificate (if known)
Luke Stanger

Number of premises licence or club premises certificate (if known)
PL0747

Part 2 - Applicant details
I am
Please tick ✓ yes
1) an individual, body or business which is not a responsible
authority (please read guidance note 1, and complete (A)
or (B) below)
2) a responsible authority (please complete (C) below)
3) a member of the club to which this application relates
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(please complete (A) below)

(A) DETAILS OF INDIVIDUAL APPLICANT (fill in as applicable)
Please tick ✓ yes
Mr

Mrs

Miss

Surname

Ms

Other title
(for example, Rev)
First names

Please tick ✓ yes
I am 18 years old or over
Current postal
address if
different from
premises
address
Post town

Post Code

Daytime contact telephone number
E-mail address
(optional)

(B) DETAILS OF OTHER APPLICANT
Name and address

Telephone number (if any)
E-mail address (optional)
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(C) DETAILS OF RESPONSIBLE AUTHORITY APPLICANT
Name and address

PS1662 Scott Adams
Problem Solving Sergeant
Workington Town and St Michael's
Email scott.adams@cumbria.police.uk

Telephone number (if any)
Tel - 101 option 2 extension 41662
Mobile – 07773186084
E-mail address (optional)
scott.adams@cumbria.police.uk

This application to review relates to the following licensing objective(s)
Please tick one or more boxes ✓
1) the prevention of crime and disorder
2) public safety
3) the prevention of public nuisance
4) the protection of children from harm
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Please state the ground(s) for review (please read guidance note 2)
The application will detail 2 Licensing Objectives that have been compromised, namely.
The Prevention of Crime and Disorder and
Public Safety.
In relation to the Crime Prevention Objective the only evidence that will be adduced at this stage
are Regulatory Breaches or requirements of the Premises Licence. Non-compliance with the
terms and conditions of a Premises Licence is a criminal offence, as such, any breaches identified
would fall under the Crime Prevention Objective.
When considering an Application for Review refence to Section 4 of the Licensing Act 2004 is an
essential element.
Extract from the Licensing Act 2003

4 General duties of licensing authorities
(1)A licensing authority must carry out its functions under this Act (“licensing functions”)
with a view to promoting the licensing objectives.
(2) The licensing objectives are—
(a)the prevention of crime and disorder.
(b)public safety.
(c)the prevention of public nuisance; and
(d)the protection of children from harm.
(3) In carrying out its licensing functions, a licensing authority must also have regard to—
(a)its licensing statement published under section 5, and
(b)any guidance issued by the Secretary of State under section 182.
Extract of the Section 182 Guidance
10.6 The 2003 Act provides that where an operating schedule or club operating schedule has
been submitted with an application and there have been no relevant representations made by
responsible authorities or any other person, the licence or certificate must be granted subject only
to such conditions as are consistent with the schedule accompanying the application and any
mandatory conditions required under the 2003 Act.
10.7 Consistency means that the effect of the condition should be substantially the same as that
intended by the terms of the operating schedule. If conditions are broken, this may lead to a
criminal prosecution or an application for a review and it is extremely important therefore that
they should be expressed on the licence or certificate in unequivocal and unambiguous terms.
The duty imposed by conditions on the licence holder or club must be clear to the licence holder,
club, enforcement officers and the courts
In relation to the Public Safety Objective evidence will be adduced that relates primarily to fire
safety which is at the top of the Governments list in the Section 182 Guidance where it sets out
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Public Safety considerations. Additional concerns have also been identified which relate to the
general maintenance and repair of the premises.
Extract from the Section 182 Guidance
2.8 Several matters should be considered in relation to public safety. These may include:
• Fire safety.
• Ensuring appropriate access for emergency services such as ambulances.
• Good communication with local authorities and emergency services, for example
communications networks with the police and signing up for local incident alerts (see paragraph
2.4 above).
• Ensuring the presence of trained first aiders on the premises and appropriate first aid kits.
• Ensuring the safety of people when leaving the premises (for example, through the provision of
information on late-night transportation).
• Ensuring appropriate and frequent waste disposal, particularly of glass bottles.
• Ensuring appropriate limits on the maximum capacity of the premises (see paragraphs 2.122.13, and Chapter 10; and
• Considering the use of CCTV in and around the premises (as noted in paragraph 2.3 above, this
may also assist with promoting the crime and disorder objective). 2.9 The measures that are
appropriate to promote public safety will vary between premises
Extract from Allerdales Statement of Licencing Policy
Pg 10 of the Policy
The Authority expects premises that are open to customers to meet the highest standards of the
relevant organisations to best secure the safety of staff and customers. This is also one of the
licensing objectives. The Authority believes that customers should feel confident that when they
enter premises, they will be safe.
Chronology of Visits and Interactions
3rd November 2021
The premises were visited on the 3rd of November 2021 as part of a routine Licensing Audit
process, the visit was pre-arranged with the Licence Holder who at that time was Jonathan Donnat
The following Licensing conditions were not being observed.
10.The premises will have a written policy in relation to searching customers and will operate in
accordance with said policy.
15.On any occasion that regulated entertainment is carried on at the premises, regular assessments
of the noise emanating from the premises will be undertaken. Wherever said assessments indicate
that noise is likely to cause nuisance to any residents, remedial action will be taken. A written record
will be maintained detailing the time of the noise assessments, the identity of the person undertaking
the assessment, the results of the assessment and any remedial action undertaken.
19.A noise management plan shall be devised, submitted, and approved (such approval not to be
unreasonably withheld) by the licensing authority and subsequently implemented when the premises
is in operation.
22.A “Challenge 25” Policy shall be adopted and enforced at the premises whereby any person who
appears to be under the age of 25 shall be required to provide identification to prove that they
are over the age of 18 before they are permitted to purchase alcohol. The only forms of
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acceptable identification will be:
a)
A Passport.
b)
A UK Photocard Driving Licence.
c)
Official ID card issued by HM Forces or EU bearing a photograph and the date of birth of the holder.
d)
Any other form of identification agreed with a representative of the Police Licensing Unit.
23.All staff who are involved in the sale of alcohol will be trained in relation to the “Challenge 25”
policy upon the commencement of their employment, following which they will undertake
refresher training at least once every twelve months. Said training will be documented and will
be made available to an authorised officer upon request.

No supporting documentation could be produced, and Mr Donnat readily accepted that no such
policies or documentation were in place.
A general inspection of the premises was then conducted, and the following matters were noted.
North side stair well

Broken office furniture stored in the fire exit and
fire doors left open, all of which comprise the
means of escape
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Large amount of broken electrical switches which increase the source of ignition of a fire and
demonstrate the unsafe electrical installations

Large parts of the ceiling
were missing comprising
the fire protection in the
emergency exit
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Numerous obstructions and trip hazards including waste material on the sub landing, ladders
stored on the stairwell and trailing cables
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Push bar not in place on the final exit door, the door was secured with a mortice lock and relies
on someone remembering to open the door during trading hours. Other businesses were open at
the time of the visit who also rely on this stairwell as a means of escape and the door was locked
at the time of the visit.
Other matters of concern include the lack of fire protection with gaps in the walls, ineffective fire
door with gaps and holes in it. A poor attempt had been made to fireproof the door by screwing
fire boarding over the top of the damaged door.
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Poor quality repair on the balustrade, materials used are flimsy, highly flammable and have no
supporting framework so could easily be kicked through. The lack of care and attention to the
repair demonstrates the general approach to maintenance of the premises.
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The stair nosing on parts of the stairwell are badly worn and splitting and could cause a slipping
hazard on the escape route.
South Side Stairwell
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Missing fire door which seems to be a long-standing issue as this area serves as a beer cellar for a
premise on the 1st floor, the rubbish piled up on the landing does not belong to Electric Soup and
this was an obstruction to Skinny Jimmy s which was not open to the public at the time of the
visit but demonstrates a general lack of co-operation and co-ordination between the businesses
relating to fire safety.

Note: cable
which was
slung
across the
stairwell at
head height
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Please provide as much information as possible to support the application (please read
guidance note 3)

Poor quality workmanship on the electrical installation, issues included unsupported junction box,
primary insulation on the twin and earth wiring was exposed, unclipped wires held in place by
plastic cable ties, hanging wires not properly terminated and breaks in the fire protection where
the wires go through the wall.
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Electrical installation appears poorly maintained with basic safety measures not in place. Circled
in yellow above no plastic cover in place covering the fuses

Switch covers lose exposing wiring that is potential live.
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Miscellaneous Disrepair
There was a general lack of cleaning, maintenance, and repair across the premises. Matters of
immediate concern were the lack of emergency lighting, lack of any proper testing regime for the
fire alarm and emergency lights and structural damage to the building which has a direct impact
on some of the facilities in the premises in particular the customer toilets.

Gents’ toilet ceiling consisting of flimsy hard board that had suffered extensive water damage, it
had been crudely propped using some timber that could have easily been kicked away potentially
allowing the ceiling boards to fall.

The facilities were far from fit for use with extensive areas of dirt and grime, no doors on the
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cubicles and no seats on the toilets.

Poor quality repair on the main staircase

Electric heater situated over the main doors was secured by one fixing and was supported in the
main by the electrical flex that appeared to be under strain exposing the primary insulation.
Following this visit a report was made to Management at the Council who were rightly concerned
and shared the information with internal and external partner agencies.
4th November 2021

The Licence holder was sent an e mail detailing the problems with copies of the photographs that
detailed some of the concerns. A copy of the e mail is attached as Appendix A
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5th November 2021
Visit conducted by Environmental Health who provided feedback on their findings by e mail. A
copy of there e mail attached as Appendix B
15th November 2021
A joint visit was conducted by the Licensing Authority and Cumbria Fire and Rescue Service.
Officers attended the premises at 09.30 hrs and met with Jonny Donnat. The appointment was prearranged days before.
The premises were in much the same condition as the initial visit on the 3rd of November 2021. The
Fire Safety officer was immediately concerned by the complete lack of fire safety management
and the general condition of the premises in particular the north side stairwell.
Whilst in the stair well Mr Donnat claimed that the fire exits are always clear when he is open and
confirmed that he was open for business over the weekend of the 12th and 13th November 2021.
There were numerous obstructions in the North stairwell that were in the same position as they
were on the 3rd of November including ladders and a glass cabinet. He was specifically challenged
that the location of the items was in the same place and asked the question again regarding
clearing the exit before he opens to the public.
Mr Donnat stood by his original answer that the exits were clear at the weekend and implied that
the items had been put back that morning.

10th December 2021
A multi-agency visit took place to track progress on the issues above, structural improvements
were underway but numerous matters were still outstanding including a test of the electrical
installation and a working fire alarm. Notes of the meeting were circulated to all parties which
highlight the pending actions. The document sent to the attendees is attached as Appendix C
12th December 2021
A complaint was received that the premises had possibly traded beyond its permitted hours. The
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terminal hour for alcohol sales is 3am. The complaint was followed up on the 14th of December
2021 where the Officer found that no CCTV recordings were available. A requirement of the
Premises Licence is that CCTV recordings are available for 31 days and produced on request to a
Police Officer or Local Authority Officer.
A report was produced detailing the finding from the Officer from this complaint which is found
as Appendix D
14th January 2022
A visit at the premises was conducted to check if the CCTV issues detected on the 12th of
December 2021 had been properly rectified. The observations on the day were that only 13 days
recordings were available disclosing yet another potential breach of the premises licence
25th January 2022
A meeting was arranged with the Licence Holder Luke Stanger and Mr Donnat the previous
Licence Holder. The meeting was followed up by e mail which is shown below.

Luke, Jonny,
Thank you for meeting with us today. Everything that we have discussed is listed in the
attached documents which I know you took away printed copies of. The attached is the bases
for which we would set any review. With this in mind I am happy to work with you both to
build your businesses, offering any support I can as you move through this process.
Luke,
Please keep in mind if there are breaches of your licence or evidence that the above is not
rectified when you are serving then we will be forced to take this to review with a very likely
outcome being revocation of the licence. This will be reviewed regularly but for the next 12
months ending 25th January 2023 any breaches will be progressed to a licensing review.
Good luck with the future running of these businesses
PS1662 Scott Adams
Problem Solving Sergeant
Workington Town and St Michael's
Email scott.adams@cumbria.police.uk
Tel - 101 option 2 extension 41662
Mobile – 07773186084
The attached documentation sent to the parties referred to in the e mail above were
Appendices A, B and D already included in this bundle. In addition to these documents there
was a chronology of all the visits conducted which is added as Appendix E
2nd February 2022
Information came to light that an event that was targeting Under 18s was being marketed,
scheduled to occur on the 11th of February 2022. The Police have had numerous issues with
such event and strongly discourage such events on Licensed Premises. However Electric Soup
have a specific condition on the Premises Licence that prohibits any person under the age of
18 being on the premises.
The link to the ticket sales was followed where there were no exclusions regarding under
18’s. The only term that was noted was one with regards to payment where a person under the
age of 18 must seek the permission of there parent or guardian before making a payment
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using the ticket platform. This term seems more to be of contractual issue in that under
18’swould normally be prohibited from entering into contracts other than necessities. The
Police believe that if this event was to go ahead a large bulk if not all the customers would be
under 18.
The Police will be intervening to stop this event as we believe it with be a risk and threat to
the Protection of Children from Harm Objective and the Prevention of Crime and Disorder
Objective not to mention a flagrant breach of the Premises Licence Condition detailed at
Condition 21 (Conditions agreed with Environmental Health and Cumbria Constabulary)
Screen shots of the web page selling the tickets is attached Appendix F

Conclusion and Reasoning for the Application
The Application contains matters that could have a direct effect on the loss of life but at all stages
the approach has been to consider Regulatory Guidance and Policy, the following areas of
Guidance have been considered.
The Regulators Code
2.2 In responding to non-compliance that they identify, regulators should clearly explain what the
non-compliant item or activity is, the advice being given, actions required, or decisions taken, and
the reasons for these. Regulators should provide an opportunity for dialogue in relation to the
advice, requirements, or decisions, with a view to ensuring that they are acting in a way that is
proportionate and consistent.
This paragraph does not apply where the regulator can demonstrate that immediate enforcement
action is required to prevent or respond to a serious breach or were providing such an
opportunity would be likely to defeat the purpose of the proposed enforcement action.
The areas of concern were clearly set out to the Licence Holder using plain English within the e
mail sent on the 4th of November 2021 (Appendix A). The conditions that prevailed at the premises
were sufficiently serious to warrant immediate enforcement action, but an open offer of assistance
was made. The licence holder did not respond to the e mail of the 4th of November 2021, nor did he
even acknowledge receipt
3.1 Regulators should take an evidence-based approach to determining the priority risks in their
area of responsibility and should allocate resources where they would be most effective in
addressing those priority risks.
3.2 Regulators should consider risk at every stage of their decision-making processes, including
choosing the most appropriate type of intervention or way of working with those regulated;
targeting checks on compliance; and when taking enforcement action.
The risks identified on the initial visit of the 3rd of November 2021 were significant, as such the
Authority have sought to intervene in the most appropriate way
3.4 Regulators, in making their assessment of risk, should recognise the compliance record of
those they regulate, including using earned recognition approaches and should consider all
available and relevant data on compliance, including evidence of relevant external verification.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that the compliance record of premises users within the building has
been poor, comments from other stakeholders were received that certain businesses and
individuals were well known to various Authorities.
5.1 Regulators should provide advice and guidance that is focused on assisting those they regulate
to understand and meet their responsibilities. When providing advice and guidance, legal
requirements should be distinguished from suggested good practice and the impact of the advice
or guidance should be considered so that it does not impose unnecessary burdens.
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The e mail of the 4th of November 2021 (Appendix A) refers to the Licensing Conditions and
clearly sets out the Criminal Liability that would apply for non-compliance. It goes on to refer to
areas of Guidance such as the Workplace Regulations, the Electricity at Work Regulations and the
Regulatory (Fire Safety) Reform Order.
5.6 Regulators should have mechanisms to work collaboratively to assist those regulated by more
than one regulator. Regulators should consider advice provided by other regulators and, where
there is disagreement about the advice provided, this should be discussed with the other regulator
to reach agreement.
An agreed approach on the next steps were made between the Fire Rescue Service and the
Licensing Authority, both parties had shared concerns and common aims, those being the
protection of customers and staff using the facilities and public safety.
Section 182 Guidance
11.5 Any responsible authority under the 2003 Act may apply for a review of a premises licence or
club premises certificate. Therefore, the relevant licensing authority may apply for a review if it is
concerned about licensed activities at premises and wants to intervene early without waiting for
representations from other persons. However, it is not expected that licensing authorities should
normally act as responsible authorities in applying for reviews on behalf of other persons, such as
residents or community groups. These individuals or groups are entitled to apply for a review for
a licence or certificate if they have grounds to do so. It is also reasonable for licensing authorities
to expect other responsible authorities to intervene where the basis for the intervention falls within
the remit of that other authority. For example, the police should take appropriate steps where the
basis for the review is concern about crime and disorder or the sexual exploitation of children.
Likewise, where there are concerns about noise nuisance, it is reasonable to expect the local
authority exercising environmental health functions for the area in which the premises are
situated to make the application for review.
The Guidance encourages the use of powers under Primary Legislation in this case, the Regulatory
(Fire Safety) Reform Order as a means of first response. Action under the Primary Statute is
underway. Whilst the Licence holder has been co -operative there has been very little in the way
of a meaningful response especially between the 3rd of November and the 15th of November. It is
entirely accepted that some of the issues may involve experts coming in to rectify the problems
but basic housekeeping matters such as clearing the rubbish and obstructions from the north side
stair well would have been an easy fix and would have incurred no financial impact. For this
reason, the Licensing Authority are very concerned regarding the Public Safety Objective being
undermined.
11.10 Where authorised persons and responsible authorities have concerns about problems
identified at premises, it is good practice for them to give licence holders early warning of their
concerns and the need for improvement, and where possible they should advise the licence or
certificate holder of the steps, they need to take to address those concerns. A failure by the holder
to respond to such warnings is expected to lead to a decision to apply for a review. Co-operation
at a local level in promoting the licensing objectives should be encouraged and reviews should not
be used to undermine this cooperation
As already stated, the Licence Holder was put on early notice of concerns, many hours of work
occurred to pull together photographs with explanations and areas of guidance that needed to be
understood. It was disappointing that the e mail was not acknowledge and basic matters such as
the housekeeping issues in the North Stair well had still not been addressed 11 days later,
Policy Considerations
Pg 9 of the Statement of Licensing Policy states.
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A premises licence will not normally be granted unless the premises meets the statutory and any
reasonable additional requirements of the Responsible Authorities
The premises fall far below any level of legal compliance and the issues appear to be long
standing if it was to be presented in such a way at a new application stage it would not be granted
a licence.
Pg 9 of the policy continues to say.
The Authority considers it best practice for all applicants to assess the risks in relation to the
following issues.
• Promotion of responsible drinking
• Awareness of drink spiking
• Zero tolerance drug policies including the appropriate use of searching/amnesty boxes to
combat drug crime
• Assessment of the safe capacity for the venue and adequate monitoring and control measures
to avoid overcrowding determined by the fire risk assessment
• Regular removal of all glasses and bottles
• Specific precautions for the use of special effects
• Adequate provision for ventilation/temperature control
• Assessment, monitoring and management of noise exposure
• Assessment for crowd dynamics
• Safety of gas and electrical services
• Fire safety and emergency lighting
• Easily accessible free drinking water
• Sanitation
• Safe seating
• Maintenance records of premises and equipment demonstrating compliance with statutory
requirements any procedural requirements of relevant organisations (where such conditions
will not duplicate requirements under existing legislation), for example electrical safety, fire
alarm, emergency lighting, ceiling certificate etc. The Authority expects premises that are open
to customers to meet the highest standards of the relevant organisations to best secure the safety
of staff and customers. This is also one of the licensing objectives. The Authority believes that
customers should feel confident that when they enter premises, they will be safe
The items highlighted in bold type were all deficient as already detailed in this application
Pg 24 of the policy reiterates advice already stated in the Regulators Code and Section 182
Guidance
8.21 Where possible and appropriate, the Licensing Authority and Responsible Authorities will
give early warning to licence holders of any concern about problems identified at premises and of
the need for improvement
Appendix A demonstrates early notice was given.
Pg 31 of the policy states.
14.4 The Licensing Authority works in partnership with all the Responsible Authorities under the
Act on compliance issues. This joint working provides for the targeting of resources towards highrisk premises and activities that require greater attention, while providing a lighter touch in
respect of low-risk premises that are operated well.
It is very clear from the chronology that all partners have worked in partnership with the Licence
Holder and Landlord to rectify the problems. It is also fair to say that there have been positive
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steps made in relation to the public safety matters. However, in the latter part of 2021 there were
numerous Licensing Breaches in relation to CCTV and potential serving beyond permitted hours
that undermined the progress being made in other areas. The most recent information regarding
the Under 18 event put the Police in a difficult predicament especially given the frank discussion
on the 25th of January 2022.
The Police have been put in a position where they have no alternative but to apply for a Review of
the Licence and to bolster comments made in the e mail of the 25th of January 2022, I highlight the
following paragraph of the Section 182 Guidance

1.23 Licensing authorities should also note that modifications of conditions and exclusions of
licensable activities may be imposed either permanently or for a temporary period of up to three
months. Temporary changes or suspension of the licence for up to three months could impact on
the business holding the licence financially and would only be expected to be pursued as an
appropriate means of promoting the licensing objectives or preventing illegal working. So, for
instance, a licence could be suspended for a weekend as a means of deterring the holder from
allowing the problems that gave rise to the review to happen again. However, it will always be
important that any detrimental financial impact that may result from a licensing authority’s
decision is appropriate and proportionate to the promotion of the licensing objectives and for the
prevention of illegal working in licensed premises. But where premises are found to be trading
irresponsibly, the licensing authority should not hesitate, where appropriate to do so, to take
tough action to tackle the problems at the premises and, where other measures are deemed
insufficient, to revoke the licence
The final 4 lines of this paragraph are particularly relevant and need to be read in the context of
the significant time spent by all partners in seeking to achieve compliance. The Licence Holder
was given an open line of communication to use if he was in doubt of anything or wanted
assistance or clarification on anything but sees fit to organise an event that is not only highly
problematic for the Police but is a clear breach of his licence. Given the level of intervention, to
even consider such an event is irresponsible in the extreme so we do believe that a Revocation of
the Licence is both necessary and appropriate
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Please tick ✓ yes
Have you made an application for review relating to the
premises before

If yes please state the date of that application

Day

Month

Year

If you have made representations before relating to the premises please state what they were
and when you made them
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Please tick ✓
yes
•
•

I have sent copies of this form and enclosures to the responsible authorities
and the premises licence holder or club holding the club premises certificate,
as appropriate
I understand that if I do not comply with the above requirements my
application will be rejected

IT IS AN OFFENCE, UNDER SECTION 158 OF THE LICENSING ACT 2003, TO MAKE
A FALSE STATEMENT IN OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS APPLICATION. THOSE
WHO MAKE A FALSE STATEMENT MAY BE LIABLE ON SUMMARY CONVICTION
TO A FINE OF ANY AMOUNT.
Part 3 – Signatures (please read guidance note 4)
Signature of applicant or applicant’s solicitor or other duly authorised agent (please read
guidance note 5). If signing on behalf of the applicant please state in what capacity.
Signature
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Date
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Capacity
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Contact name (where not previously given) and postal address for correspondence
associated with this application (please read guidance note 6)

Post town

Post Code

Telephone number (if any)
If you would prefer us to correspond with you using an e-mail address your e-mail address
(optional)

Notes for Guidance
1. A responsible authority includes the local police, fire and rescue authority and other
statutory bodies which exercise specific functions in the local area.
2. The ground(s) for review must be based on one of the licensing objectives.
3. Please list any additional information or details for example dates of problems which are
included in the grounds for review if available.
4. The application form must be signed.
5. An applicant’s agent (for example solicitor) may sign the form on their behalf provided
that they have actual authority to do so.
6. This is the address which we shall use to correspond with you about this application.
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